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1. INTR~~UCT~~N 
Let V be a right vector space over a division ring D. If u E V is a vector 
and f~ V* := Hom,( V, D) is a linear function on V such that ft, = 0: then 
1 y + vf is an automorphism of V called a transuection [ 1, 2 ]. 
A subgroup H of the automorphism group Aut(V)? where 
2 < dim(V) < co, is called full (of transvections) [ 1,2] if, for any v E V and 
j-E V” satisfying fv = 0, there exists a non-zero d E D such that 
l,+tidfCZH. 
We will prove here (for 3 < n := dim(V) < co) a characterization of fuli 
subgroups conjectured in [3]. Some additional notation and a definition wiil 
be useful to state results. 
Fixing a basis (eJIGiGn of V and the dual basis (e”),,,<,, of V*, we 
identify V with the n-columns D” over D, V* with the n-rows D”* over D, 
and Aut(V) with the invertible n x n matrices GL,D over D. 
For any subring A of D, let E,A denote the subgroup of GL,;D generated 
by all elementary matrices a’,j := 1, + e,aeT, where 1 < i #j < n, a EA. 
A subset X of D will be called full if for any d E D there are x, ~1 E X n 
GL, D such that xd, dy (5 X. 
THEOREM 1. Let n > 3, H a subgroup of GL,D. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) for eziery proper (# 0, V) subspace U of V = D” there is h E H 
such that h # 1, but h is trivial on both U and V/U; 
(b) H is full; 
(c) for any g E GL,D, the conjugated subgroup gHg-’ contains d’,’ 
for some non-zero d E D; 
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(d) for any g E E,D there is a d E GL ,D such that gHg- ’ 3 d’,*; 
(e) for any x E D there are aif bi E GL, D such that 
~1~2H(-~)132 3 a:.‘, bj,” for 1 <i<n- 1; 
(f) H 2 E, B for some full subring B of D; 
k) H= PAEnJlf or some full subring A with 1 and jiidl two-sided 
ideal J of A. 
Theorem 1 will imply the following two statements: 
COROLLARY 2. If H is a full subgroup of GL,D, n > 3, and G is a 
subgroup of GL, D normalized by H, then either G ~7 H is full (in particular, 
G is full) or G lies in the center of GL,D (consisting of non-zero scalar 
matrices over the center of D). 
COROLLARY 3. If H is a full subgroup of GL,D, n > 3, and (g,) is a 
finite subset of GL, D, then the intersection of all g, Hg; 1 is a full subgroup 
of GL,D. 
Remarks. (a) The intersection of two full subgroups need not be full: 
H := E,F[x] and H’ :=E,F[x-‘1 are full subgroups of GL,F(x) for n > 2 
and any field F, but H (7 H’ = E,F is not full in GL,F(x). 
(b) For the case n = 2 see the last section. 
(c) Similar results can be obtained for other classical groups. 
2. PROOF OF THE IMPLICATIONS (la)~(lb)~(Ic)*(ld) 
(la) G- (lb). Let H satisfy (la), v E V, f E V*, fv = 0. We have to prove 
that H3 l,+vdf for some dEGL,D. If v=O or f=O, then 
H31,+vdf=l,foranyd.Soletv#OandffO. 
Consider 
x := {u, E v: fv, = 0, 1, + v,f E H} 
and 
Y := {f. E V*:f,v = 0, 1, + vf, E H}. 
Iff,v, # 0 for some v, E X, f, E Y, then H 3 [ 1, + v,A 1, + vfo] = (1, + 
v,f)(l, +vf,)(1, - vof )(I, - vfo) = (1, + vof + vf,)(l, - vof - vfo) = 1, 
-vfov,f = 1, + vdf for d = -fOvu, E GL, D, and we are done. 
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Otherwise (when YX== 0) there is a basis (ui)iSisn for Y and an integer r 
such that O<r<n, a,=~, Y spans Dv$+**~+Dv~, Xcu,+,D+.~*+ 
1’ +iD, v,* =ft where (z~:)i<~~~ is the dual basis for V*. 
We want to obtain a contradiction with (la). Applying (la) with 
U=vD=v,D, we see that YfO, so r>l. Applying (la) with 
u= v,D + ..’ + on-i D, we see that X # 0, so r < n - 1. At fast, applying 
(la) with U= o,D + .a. + u,.D, we get a non-trivial h E H of the form h = 
1, + ci”=r+, CT=1 ~l~d,,~u,?. Since h # 1, and Y spans Do? f a.. +DvT, 
there is an f, E Y such that f0 h #fO (otherwise, h = I,, + z$’ with 
6’ =d, v+,v;++: + .a. J + d,.,vX outside Y-contradiction). Then &h -f, Ef Y 
and 
H3 [I, + vfo, h] = (1, -I- q&)(1,-h&h-‘) 
= 1,+v(f,-fob), 
so Y 3f, -f, h & Y. This is a contradiction. 
(lb) * (1~). Apply the definition of full subgroups with v =ge,, 
f = e;g-l, fv = ece, = 0. 
(lc) * (Id). This implication is trivial, because E,D c GL, D and 
GL,D=D-0. 
3. FULL SUBRINGS 
In the next section we will prove that (Id), (le), (If), (lg) are equivalent 
for any associative ring D with 1 (the definition of full subsets of D makes 
sense for any ring D). So in this section D is allowed to be such a ring. 
LEMMA 4. Let B be a full subring of D and a,, b I ,.‘., a,, 6, E GL ,D. 
Then: 
(a) there exists x E B f~ GL,D such that asxI xb, E B for aEl 
s = I,..., m; 
(b) there exist y,,z,EBnGL,D such that a,y,=z,bi=...= 
a, yrn = z, b,; 
(c) every aiBbi is a fill subset of D; 
(d) the intersection of all a,Bb, contains cBc for some c in B f? GL,D, 
Proof. Since B is full, there are y, z E B n GL ,D such that a, y, zb, E B, 
hencea,x,,x,b,EBforx,:=yzEBnGL,D. 
(a) Proceeding by induction on m, we can find x’ E B n GL, D such 
that x’b,, a,x’ E B for 2 < s ,< m. Then we find x” E B n GL, D such that 
a l~75.‘2-10 
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a,x’x” , x”x’b, E B. For x := x’x”x’ E B n GL, D we have xb,, a,x E B for 
all s. 
(b) By (a), we can find x E B n GL , D such that a 1 x, xb ; ’ E B. Then 
z := a,xxb;’ E B f7 GL,D and a,x2 = zb, =: c, E B. Thus, (b) is proved 
when m = 1. 
If m > 2, then by induction we can find y;, z; E B f7 GL, D such that 
a, y: = z; b, = c’ E B n GL i D for all 2 < s < m, c’ does not depend on s. 
Nowwefindx,EBnGL,Dsuchthatx;‘x,=c’c;’andc’-’c,=x,x;‘. 
Thenx,c’=x,c,=:a,c’x,=c,x,=:bEBnGL,D.Using(b)withm=l, 
we can find y’, z’ E B n GL r D such that bz’ = y’a =: c E B. We have 
c=bz’=c ,x4z’ = a1x2x1z’ 
= c’x3z’ = a, y;x,z’ P<s<mm) 
= y’a = y’s1 cl = y’x,zbl 
= y’x,c’ = y’x2z;bs (2 < s < m). 
(c) Let d E D. Since B is full, there are xt E B such that 
x2,xqEGLID, a;‘da,=x,x;‘, b,dbI~‘=~;‘x,. Hence d=(a,x,bJ 
(aixZbi)-’ = (aix4bi)-’ (aix3bi), where a,xtbi E a,Bb,, and aixlbi, 
aixjbi E GL,D. 
(d) Findyi,ziasin(b).Thena,y,=z,b,=:cEBnGL,D.Forany 
b E B and any s, we have a,Bb, 3 a, j, bz, b, = cbc. Thus, na, Bb, I cBc. 
LEMMA 5. Let A 3 1 be a full subring of D, B a full subring of A. Then 
B is a full subring of D. 
Proof: Let d E D. Since A is full in D, there is an a E A f7 GL, D such 
that ad E A. Since B is full in A, there is b E B n GL ,A such that bad E B. 
SincebaEA,wehaveb’baEBforsomeb’EBnGL,A.ThereforexdEB 
for x := b’ba E B f7 GL, D. Similarly, dqy E B for some y E B r-7 GL, D. 
LEMMA 6. Let B be a full subring of D, n > 3, g E E,D. Then 
g(E,B) g- ’ I E,(cBc) for some c E B n GL , D. 
ProojI Let us consider first the case of an elementary matrix g = d’,j. 
Find x,yEBnGL,D such that dx,ydEB. For c:=xyEBnGL,D we 
have dc, cd E B. 
We have to prove that g(E,B)g-’ 3 E,(cBc) or, equivalently, h := 
g-‘(cbc)s,t g E E,B for any b E B, 1 <s # t < n. If (s, t) # (j, i), then 
[g-‘, (cbc)‘,‘] is an elementary matrix in E,B, so h = [g-l, (cbc)s’f] 
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(cb@*’ E E,B. If (s, t) = (j, i), we choose k f i, j (using the condition 
n>3), Then 
h = g-1(cbc)j-’ g = g-L[(&)j-k, ckyi] g 
= [g-l(cb)j,kg,g-lck,ig] 
= ((-dcb)‘*k (cb)jvk, ckvi(cd)“,j] E E,B. 
In the general case, consider the set G of g E GL,D such that for any full 
subring B of D there is c = C(g, B) E B fl GL ,D satisfying g(E,B) g-r 3 
E,cBc. We have proved that G contains all elementary matrices. 
If g, h E 6, then for any full subring B we have g/z(E,B)(gh)-’ z) 
g(E, CBC) g- ’ 3 E” C’CBCC’, where c = C(h, B), c’ = C( g, cBc), c’c E B I? 
GL,D. 
Thus, G is multiplicatively closed. Since every matrix in $7, D is the 
product of elementary matrices, G 2 E,D. 
4. PROOF OF THE IMPLICATIONS (ld)+(le)=+-(lf)*(ld) AND 
(If) G- (Ig)+ (If) FOR ANY ASSOCIATIVE RING D WITH 1 
(Id) * (le). Since the ring D contains identity, there are g,, hi E E,D 
such that giPig;’ = ~2”’ = hidi7”h;’ for all d E D, 1 < i ,< n - 1. Applying 
(Id) with g=g;‘x”’ and g=h;ixiV2, we get (le). 
(le) + (If). Applying (le) with x = 0, we see that H 3 (a,)“.‘, (bJi%’ for 
some ai, b,E GL,D, i= l,..., n - 1. Moreover, by (le), for any x E D we 
can find JJ = Y(x), z =Z(x)E GL,D such that x’*‘H(-x)‘.’ 3y’,“, z’,‘, 
hence 
H 3 (-x)‘J y2.nx’J = (-qp y’.” 
and 
H 3 (-x) 1.2 zn’3x1,2 = Zn.l (.ZX)“‘2a 
Since H 3 [bz,“, a:,‘] = (b,a,)‘*’ and H 3 [b:*“, a!j*‘] = (b,uz)lq2, we have 
H 3 [(b,u,)‘**, (-~y)““y~,~] = (b,u,y)‘,“r 
H 3 [(b,a2)‘,2, [(b,u,)2*‘, (-xy)““y”“]] 
= (-b,a,b,u, xy)lvn, 
H 3 [z”~~(zx)~*~, (b,a,)2*1] = (zxb2ul)n,L, 
H 3 [ [z~*‘(zx)~*~, (b,Q2], (b2u,)2*‘] 
= (zb,a2b2uJnq’. 
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For any i, j such that 1 < i fj < n, let Xi,j := (d E D: d’.j E H}. We have 
seen that X,,i3aiE GL,D, Xi,, 3b,E GL,D for 1 <i<n - 1, and that 
X,,, 3 b,a2y, -b,a,b,a,xy, b,; X,,, 3zb,a,b,a,, zxb2aI, a, for any x E D 
with suitable y, z E GL, D. 
Let A be the subring of D generated by all ab with a E X,l 1, b E Xl ,n. 
Every d E D can be written as d = c, c;’ = c; ‘cd, where 
cl = -a,b,a,b,a,x,y E A, c, = alblaZy E A f7 GL,D with xl = 
-(a,b,a,b,a,)-’ da,b,a,, y = Y(xi), and where c3 = zb,a,b,a,b, E 
A n GL,D, c, = zx,b,a,b, E A with x2 = b,a,b,a,b,d(b,a,b,)-‘, 
2 = Z(x,). 
Thus, A is full. If a E Xn,i, b E X,,n, and 2 <i<n, then (abai)n,i= 
(an*‘, [b”“, alTi]] E H and (biab)iq” = [ [(bi)‘*“, a”“], blvn] E H. Therefore, 
X,,i 2 Aai and Xi,, 3 b,A. 
If c EA, then (blazb2c)‘qn = [(b,a,)‘,*, (b2c)*‘“] E H and (ca?b,a,)“.’ = 
[(caZ)R’2, (b,al)27’] E H. Therefore, Xl,, I b,a,b,A and X,,, 3 Aa,b,a,. 
Finally, if 1 < i+j< II - 1, then Xi,jxXi,nXn,jx biAaj. 
By Lemma 4(d), Xi,j 3 cAc for some c E A n GL, D and all i, j. By 
Lemma 4(c), B = cAc is full. Thus, H 2 E,B, where B is a full subring of D. 
(If) * (Id). Let g E E, D. Take b E B n GL,D (the intersection is not 
empty, because B is full). By Lemma 6, g(E,B) g- ’ I E,cBc 3 (cbc) Iv2 for 
some c E GL,D. 
(lf) 3 (lg). Let B be a subring of D, A the subring of D generated by B 
and 1, J:= BB. Then J is a two-sided ideal of the ring A with 1. By [4], 
E,B 2 [E,A,E,J], provided n > 3. Assuming (If), both A and J are full, 
and Hx E,B 3 [E,A, E,J]. 
(ld 3 (10 S’ mce n> 3 and A 3 1, we have [E,A, E,J] IE,B with 
J=B. 
5. PROOF OF THE IMPLICATION (lf)*(la) AND 
COROLLARIES 2, 3 
In this section, D is a division ring. 
(lf) ti (la). Let B be a full subring of D, U a proper subspace of 
V = Dn. Choose b E B f? GL, D, non-zero v E U, and non-zero f E V* such 
that $7 = 0. 
Since n > 3, there is g E E,D such that gv = e, and fg-’ = ez. By Lemma 
6, g(E,B)g-’ 3 E,cBc 3 (cbc)‘,* for some c E B n GL, D, hence h := 
g-‘(cbc)‘,*g = 1, + vcbcfe E,B. 
Thus, every H 3 E, B contains h = 1, + vdf with d := cbc E GL , D, and h 
is trivial on both U and V/U. 
This completes our proof of Theorem 1. 
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Proof of Corollary 2. For any full subring B of D it is clear that the 
centralizator of E,B in GL,D coincides with the center C, of GL,D 
consisting of all non-zero scalar matrices over the center of D. 
Now let G be a non-central subgroup of GL,D normalized by a full 
subgroup H of GL,D. For any h E GL,D, hHh-’ is a full subgroup 
normalizing the non-central hGh-’ which is full if and only if G is full. By 
Theorem 1, hHh-’ 3 E,B for some full subring B of D (depending on H 
and h). We have to prove that G n H is full. 
Case 1. G 3 d’,’ with some d E GL, D. Let HI> E,B for a full subring 
B and Xi+j := {x ED: xi7j E G} for 1 < i # j < n. Since Xl.j I> BX,,,, X,.,B 
for distinct i, j, k and since n 2 3, we have 
X,,j 3 dB and Xi, 2 = Ed, 
SO 
Xi,: 3 BdB, X,,i II BdB, 
Xi, j 3 BdB for 3 < i fj < n., 
so 
X,,z 2 dBB and X,,, II BdBB. 
By Lemma 4(d), G 1 E,cBc for some c E B n GL, D, therefore G n H ZI 
E,cBc is full by Theorem 1 and Lemma 4(c). 
Case 2. G 3 hd’,” with hE C,, dE GL,D. Then 6”,‘E H for some 
b E GL, D and G 3 [hd’,“: ZYY2] = (d/J)‘*‘. Thus, we are reduced to Case 1. 
Case 3. G 3 hg, where h E C, and g is a transvection # 1,. Then 
g’gg’ -1 = d’d for some g’ E GL,D, d E GL, D. Changing G to g’Gg’ -r 
and H to g’Hg’-I, we are reduced to Case 2. 
Case 4. G - C, 3 g such that gU c U for a line U= L’D c V. Then 
either we are in Case 3, or fg # cf for some f E V* such that fr; = 0, where 
gll= UC. In the second case [g, 1, + udf ] E G is a non-trivial transvection, 
provided d E GL 1 D and 1 n + udf E H. Therefore we are reduced to Case 3. 
Case 5. G - C, 3 g such that fgv = 0 for some non-zero u E V, f E: V*, 
Then either we are in Case 4, or [g, 1, + u'f ] # 1, for some u7 E V such 
that fu' = 0. In the second case G - C, 3 h := [g, 1, + u’df] for some 
d E GL ,D. Since hv = v and h f l,, we are reduced to Case 4. 
General Case. Take any g E G - C,. There are g’ E GL,,D, u f V, 
f E V* such that U# 0, f # O,fg’gg’-‘z: = 0. By Case 5. g’(G n H) g’-’ is 
full, so G n H is full. 
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Proof of Corollary 3. By Theorem 1, H 3 E,B for some full subring B 
of D. By Lemma 6, g,Hg,’ 3 E,c,Bc, for some c, E B n GL., D and every 
s. By Lemma 4(d), c,Bc, 3 cBc for some c E B n GL, D and all s. By 
Lemma 4(c), cBc is full, so E,cBc is full by Theorem 1. 
6. CASE n= 2 
In this case, the statements (la), (lb), (Ic), (Id), (le) are still equivalent 
for any division ring D. 
Conterexample to (If) * (le) with n = 2. Let F be a field, D = F(t), 
A = F[t], B = tA, H = E,B. Then B is full, so H satisfies (If). If (le) holds, 
we have 1 1*2H(-1)1,2 3 a 2*’ for some a E GL,D, or ( ‘aa ,;“,) E E,B. But 
for every matrix (f $) in E,B we have c E B and deg(b) # deg(c). It is a 
contradiction. 
I believe that (le) does not imply (If) and that Corollaries 2 and 3 are 
false without additional conditions when 12 = 2. 
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